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Abstract. Partial functions play an important role in computer science. In or-
der to reason about partial functions one may extend classical logic to a logic
supporting partial functions, a so-called partial logic. Usually such an extension
necessitates side-conditions on classical proof rules in order to ensure consistency,
and introduces non-classical proof rules in order to maintain completeness. These
complications depend on the choice of consequence relation and non-monotonic
operators. In computer science applications such complications are undesirable,
because they affect (semi-) mechanical reasoning methods, and make manual
reasoning difficult for computer scientists who are not logicians.

By carefully choosing the consequence relation and non-monotonic operators,
a simple calculus for partial functions arises. The resulting logic is “healthy” in
the sense that “meaningless” formulas (such as top(emptystack) > 1) cannot be
concluded, except from contradictory or false assumptions, and a meaningless
assumption provides no information. This requires all axioms to be healthy; and
as a consequence the “excluded middle” (a∨¬a) must be weakened (to meaning-
ful a’s). All the well-known classical rules preserve healthiness and are therefore
sound in the logic, provided substitutions are restricted to meaningful terms.
This means that program reasoning methods based on classical logic usually can
be adapted to the presented partial logic.

1. Introduction

By a partial logic we mean a logic with which one may reason about partial
functions, errors and well-definedness. The need for a partial logic in computer
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science applications is well documented [BCJ84, Bla86, Bli88, Che86, ChJ90,
Gog78, Hoo87, Kle52, KTB88]. Examples of partial functions are the indexing
operation on an array, division, suc- and pred-operations on a bounded interval.
And a recursively defined function may be partial, being well-defined when the
recursion terminates without causing an error.

In some partial logics many proof rules of classical first order logic are not
sound, and must be modified by well-definedness conditions. This makes such
a partial logic difficult to learn and use in practice, especially for non-logicians.
It would be desirable to have a partial logic which is conservative (with respect
to classical logic) in the sense that the classical proof rules are sound, and that
few additional proof rules and axioms are needed in order to make the logic
(relatively) complete — so that the logic can be presented with few non-classical
additions.

In this paper we will compare different partial logics with respect to conser-
vation of critical classical proof rules. We consider only partial logics in which
the classical logical connectives may be interpreted with the extension of Kleene
[Kle52], which preserves essential propositional laws (see section 2). The logic
called WS, with weak interpretation of assumptions and strong interpretation of
theorems, is found to be the most conservative (see section 3).

The last part of the paper gives an introduction to WS logic, presenting a
sound and relatively complete set of proof rules (see section 4). The system is
easily extended with the well-definedness operator (∆) and strong equality (==)
as non-monotonic logical operators, preserving soundness and relative complete-
ness. We define the well-definedness operator constructively. This simplifies the
presentation of the logic, and has the advantage that all reasoning can be done
within the monotonic part of the logic. Monotonicity makes it easier to relate ab-
stract proofs to program execution, for instance to prove properties of recursively
defined functions (see section 5).

2. Semantic aspects

Let us consider three truth values, corresponding to true, false, and error, denoted
t, f, and ⊥, respectively. In order to obtain protection against errors we want

f⇒ a == t f∧ a == f

even when a is error, where == denotes two-valued equality with respect to the
three truth values, for instance ⊥ == t is f and ⊥ == ⊥ is t. Then formulas
such as

x 6= 0⇒x/x = 1
0 < i < N⇒ tab[i] < tab[s(i)]
¬isempty(q)∧ isempty(pop(q))

are meaningful. For reasoning purposes it is desirable that the and- and or-
operators are commutative (thus, a∧ f == f ), and that a⇒ b == ¬a∨ b .
This leads to the following truth tables for ⇒ , ∧ , ∨ , and negation:

⇒ t f ⊥

t t f ⊥
f t t t
⊥ t ⊥ ⊥

∧ t f ⊥

t t f ⊥
f f f f
⊥ ⊥ f ⊥

∨ t f ⊥

t t t t
f t f ⊥
⊥ t ⊥ ⊥

¬ t

t f
f t
⊥ ⊥
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It follows that all operators are monotonic. Both ∧ and ∨ are associative, and
they satisfy the classical distribution laws. Furthermore, the classical equiva-
lences between ∧ , ∨ , ⇒ , and De Morgan’s laws are satisfied:

a∨ b == b∨ a
a∧ b == b∧ a

a⇒ b == ¬a∨ b
a∨ b == ¬(¬a∧¬b)
a∧ b == ¬(¬a∨¬b)

(a∨ b)∧ c == a∧ c∨ b∧ c
(a∧ b)∨ c == (a∨ c)∧ (b∨ c)

¬(a⇒ b) == a∧¬b
¬(a∨ b) == ¬a∧¬b
¬(a∧ b) == ¬a∨¬b

where a and b denote formulas. With these laws it is possible to write a formula
in conjunctive, or disjunctive, normal form. The following simplification laws
hold:

a∧ a == a
a∨ a == a

¬¬a == a
¬t == f
¬f == t
¬⊥ == ⊥

(a∨ b)∧ a == a
(a∧ b)∨ a == a

a∧t == a
a∧ f == f
a∨t == t
a∨ f == a

The following laws do not hold:

a∧¬a == f
a∨¬a == t

(only ¬((a∧¬a) == t))
(only ¬((a∨¬a) == f))

which reflect the fact that there are three truth values. It follows that a⇒ a == t
does not hold!

2.1. Quantifiers

As Kleene, we interpret the universal quantifier as a generalized and-operator,
and the existential quantifier as a generalized or-operator. This ensures that the
quantifiers are monotonic and that the classical prenex transformations rules are
sound.

Let x denote a variable (of any type). The universal quantification ∀x. a is
true if a is true for all possible values of x, false if a is false for (at least) one
value of x, otherwise undefined. Thus the quantification is undefined when a is
undefined for at least one value of x and never false.

The existential quantification ∃x. a is true if a is true for at least one value
of x, false if a is false for all possible values of x, otherwise undefined. Thus the
existence is undefined when a is undefined for at least one value of x and never
true. It follows that

¬∀x.a == ∃x.¬a ¬∃x.a == ∀x.¬a

2.2. Definedness

The well-definedness of a formula, or a term, is defined constructively, by defining
the well-definedness operator ∆ by structural induction:
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∆(⊥) == f
∆(t) == t
∆(f) == t
∆(x) == t
∆(¬a) == ∆a
∆(a∧ b) == ∆(a, b)∨ (∆a∧¬a)∨ (∆b∧¬b)
∆(a∨ b) == ∆(a, b)∨ (∆a∧ a)∨ (∆b∧ b)
∆(a⇒ b) == ∆(a, b)∨ (∆a∧¬a)∨ (∆b∧ b)
∆(∀x.a) == (∀x.∆a)∨ (∃x.∆a∧¬a)
∆(∃x.a) == (∀x.∆a)∨ (∃x.∆a∧ a)

where ∆(a, b) denotes (∆a∧∆b). A formula a is said to be meaningful when
∆a holds, and meaningless when ¬∆a holds. It follows by structural induc-
tion that the formula denoted by ∆a is meaningful. Notice that ∆a∧ a and
∆a⇒ a are meaningful, and that ∆(a⇒ b)∧ (a⇒ b) == (∆a⇒ a)⇒ (∆b∧ b) ,
∆(∀x.a)∧ (∀x.a) == (∀x.∆a∧ a), and ∆(∀x.a)⇒ (∀x.a) == (∀x.∆a⇒ a) (and
similarly for ∃).

The well-definedness of non-logical predicates and functions can be defined
as in [Owe84], by introducing a total and strict “ghost-predicate” df for each
partial predicate or function f , with the same domain as f . For instance, for the
non-negative numbers, dpred(x) is x > 0 . The well-definedness of a non-logical
function (or predicate) f is defined by

∆(f(e)) == ∆e∧ df (e)

when f is partial, and by ∆(f(e)) == ∆e when f is total, where e denotes a list
of terms, (consisting of variables and n-ary functions, n≥ 0). This gives a strict
semantics for all non-logical functions and predicates. Any application of the
non-monotonic well-definedness operator is now constructively defined in terms
of monotonic operators only (since df is monotonic). Non-logical axioms about
df can be given directly, or indirectly through a definition of f , as explained in
section 5.

We may introduce weak equality (=) as a strict and total predicate, thus
∆(e1 = e2) == ∆(e1, e2) . Weak equality corresponds to the executable equal-

ity used in programming. One may translate the strong equality e1 == e2 to
¬∆e1∧¬∆e2∨∆(e1, e2)∧ e1 = e2 , thereby avoiding the non-monotonic ==

operator. Thus, applications of the well-definedness operator as well as strong
equality may be reduced to monotonic formulas.

Notice that variables (of any type) are considered meaningful. If variables
were to range over error-values, there would be few interesting meaningful formu-
las with free or bound variables. Let a[x := e] denote a with all free occurrences
of x replaced by e (renaming bound variables in a when needed). a[x := e] is
meaningful whenever both a and e are meaningful.

3. Comparison of different partial logics

3.1. Classical proof rules

In this section, we present proof rules in the style of Gentzen sequent calculus
[Gal86] where a sequent has the form A ` c where c, the conclusion, is a
formula and A is a (possibly empty) list of formulas, called assumptions — to
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be understood as follows: from the set of formulas in A we may infer c. Commas
in A may be interpreted as and’s. For instance, reflexivity of the proof symbol
may be expressed as the axiom

c ` c (trivial sequent)

General structural rules

The classical structural rules for sequent calculus are formulated below, letting x
denote variables (of any type), e, t denote terms (of the same type as x), a, b, c
denote formulas and letting A, B, C denote lists of formulas.

We may enrich the assumption set

A ` c
B ` c (enrichment rule)

provided the set of formulas in A is a subset of the set of formulas in B. Observe
that the rule also may be used to remove duplicated assumptions (contraction).

Free variables (of any type) in a sequent may be replaced by any term (of
the same type):

A ` c
A[x := t] ` c[x := t] (substitution rule)

In the following, we use the convention that a rule (with n premises, n > 0) of

the form

...
Ai ` ci

...
A ` c

(i ∈ 1..n) is an abbreviation for the rule

...
Bi, Ai ` ci

...
B,A ` c

where the set of formulas in B is the union of the sets of formulas in Bi (i ∈ 1..n),
i.e. it is understood that the conclusion inherits all assumptions not explicitly
mentioned. (This convention does not apply to the substitution rule.)

Transitivity of the proof symbol may now be formulated by the rule

` a
a ` c
` c (cut)

Critical Logical Rules

We will here consider well-known proof rules of classical sequent calculus and
natural deduction [Gal86, Pra65] which are sensitive to the choice of validity.
The most sensitive proof rules are those involving non-trivial use of assumptions
or elimination of formulas in the conclusion. The quantifier rules do not raise
any additional soundness issues (as explained later) and are omitted.

a ` c
` a⇒ c (deduction rule)

` a
` a⇒ c
` c (Modus Ponens)
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a ` c
¬a ` c
` c (proof by cases)

` c
` ¬c
` f (proof of contradiction)

¬a ` f
` a (proof by contradiction)

` f
` a (false-elimination)

` a
¬a ` f (false-introduction)

a ` b
¬b ` ¬a (swap)

` a∨ b
` ¬a∨ c
` b∨ c (resolution)

¬a ` b
` a∨ b (or-introduction)

` a∨ b
a ` c
b ` c
` c (or-elimination)

In addition to the above classical rules we consider the following rules involving
well-definedness:

` c
` ∆c (well-definedness rule)

expressing that only meaningful formulas may be proved, and

` ∆t
A ` c

A[x := t] ` c[x := t] (weak substitution rule)

(no implicit assumption with x free) expressing that substitutions should be
meaningful, which is reasonable in three-valued logic.
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3.2. Comparison

As usual we let a sequent with free variables be valid iff it is valid for all meaning-
ful, variable-free substitutions. We may then characterize different partial logics
by presenting tables for the validity of a ` b when a and b are variable-free:

SW t f ⊥ WW t f ⊥ SS t f ⊥ WS t f ⊥
t v i v t v i v t v i i t v i i
f v v v f v v v f v v v f v v v
⊥ v v v ⊥ v i v ⊥ v v v ⊥ v i i

DS t f ⊥ DD t f ⊥ DD+ t f ⊥ WS+ t f ⊥
t v i i t v i i t v i i t v i i
f v v v f v v i f v v i f v v v
⊥ i i i ⊥ i i i ⊥ i i v ⊥ v i v

(v for valid.) The four first logics are obtained by interpreting the assumption
part (a) and the conclusion part (b) independently; the letter W indicates weak
interpretation (weak interpretation of a is ∆a⇒ a) and the letter S indicates
strong interpretation (strong interpretation of a is ∆a∧ a). Of these, WS is
clearly the most restrictive. The DS-logic is even more restrictive, insisting that
the assumption part is meaningful, in the sense that nothing (not even t) can
be proved from undefined assumptions. DD is the most restrictive, insisting that
both parts are meaningful independently. WS+, DD+, and DS+ are like WS,
DD, and DS, respectively, except that ⊥ ` ⊥ is valid. WS+ is more restrictive
than WW and SS, but less than WS. Other extensions of classical logic than these
are possible, but they seem quite unreasonable.

A table of sound/unsound rules for the different partial logics follows:

SW WW SS WS DS DD WS+ DS+ DD+

trivial sequent s s s u u u s s s

cut u s s s s s s s s
enrichment s s s s u u s u u

deduction rule s s u s u u u u u
Modus Ponens u u s s s s u u u

proof by contradiction s s u s u u u u u
false-elimination s s s s s u s s u

false-introduction s u s s s s u u u
swap s u u s u u u u u

proof by cases u s u s s s u u u
well-definedness rule u u s s s s u u u

(s for sound). The classical substitution rule is not sound in any partial logic,
since it allows ∆⊥ to be concluded from ∆x , but it is sound in SW-logic when
restricted to monotonic formulas. However, the weak substitution rule is sound
in all logics. (The same discussion applies to classical ∀-elimination.)

The soundness of resolution and proof of contradiction is like that of Modus
Ponens. The soundness of or-introduction is like the deduction rule; and the
soundness of or-elimination is like cut. The classical and-introduction and elim-
ination rules are sound in all logics.
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For instance, the deduction rule is not sound in DS (and DD) because⊥, f ` c
is valid, but ⊥ ` f⇒ c is not; and it is not sound in SS because ⊥ ` ⊥ is valid,
but ` ⊥⇒⊥ is not. Modus Ponens is sound in SS because from ∆a∧ a and
∆(a⇒ c)∧ (a⇒ c) follows ∆c∧ c. The same proof goes for DS and WS. It is not
sound in WS+ since ⊥ ` ⊥ and ⊥ ` ⊥⇒ f are both valid but not ⊥ ` f.

The strongest objections against SW are that the proof symbol is not transi-
tive (which implies that standard induction rules are unsound) and that Modus
Ponens is not sound. The strongest objections against WW are that Modus Po-
nens and false-introduction are not sound. The strongest objections against SS
are that the deduction rule and proof by contradiction are not sound. (In addi-
tion, proof by cases, or-introduction and swap are not sound.) WS, DS, and DD
are semantically similar, but DS and DD have more restrictions on the use of
assumptions, and therefore less rules are sound. The + logics do not seem very
attractive.

WS is the only logic which satisfies both Modus Ponens and the deduction
rule, and is the only logic which satisfies all the rules in the table. Furthermore,
all the classical introduction and elimination rules of sequent calculus (including
quantifier rules) are sound in WS, provided substitutions are meaningful.

The strongest objection against WS is that the trivial sequent a ` a is not
sound. This may be explained from the fact that there are three truth values
(t, f, and ⊥); thus a∨¬a∨¬∆a holds, which is the same as ∆a∧ a⇒ a
which (in WS) is equivalent to ∆a , a ` a , called the WS-axiom. Replacing
a ` a by the WS-axiom has the benefit that one never can prove meaningless

formulas, not even from meaningless assumptions (only from false assumptions).
Since meaningless assumptions may seem meaningful (for instance when the
assumption is an induction hypothesis), the WS-axiom may even be considered
advantageous.

It seems therefore that WS provides reasoning most close to traditional logic.
The only major difference concerns the trivial sequents. By accepting that trivial
sequents are dangerous in three valued logic, WS becomes the most natural logic.

Example 1. Consider suc- and pred-operators restricted to the bounded interval
0..N . The formula

x < N⇒ pred(suc(x)) = suc(pred(x))

is meaningless when x is zero. Even in this simple example it is not obvious to
see that the condition 0 < x is missing. In SW and SS one could derive false
when this formula, universally quantified, is taken as an assumption (and one
could derive 0 < x when the assumption is not quantified). In DS and DD one
cannot prove anything from the assumption, not even true. In DS+, DD+ and
WS+ one could prove meaningless theorems (for instance pred(0) = 0) from
this assumption — in WW even without the assumption. In WS nothing can
be proved about pred(0); the assumption provides no information when x is 0.
Not even the sequent pred(0) < 0 ` pred(0) < 0 is valid. From the assumption
∀x.pred(x) < x one may in WS conclude pred(1) < 1, but not pred(0) < 0.

Since an assumption a in WS is interpreted as ∆a⇒ a , one may omit well-
definedness conditions in assumptions. This gives a practical way of providing
consistent information about partial functions, in particular when their well-
definedness is not fully known. And when their definedness is known, one need
not repeat the appropriate well-definedness conditions for each assumption.

WS logic provides the possibility of defining “strong axioms”, of the form
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` a as well as “weak axioms” in the form of (closed) assumptions. For in-
stance, the sequent a, a⇒ c ` c is not valid in WS, even though Modus Ponens
is sound in WS. (In [GaL89], where only the former formulation was considered,
it was claimed that Modus Ponens is not sound in WS, and further studies of
WS was omitted.) In a paper by Konikowska et al [KTB88], WS logic is excluded
from their considerations since it is claimed to “lead to theories where an axiom
does not need to be a theorem”. Clearly, this applies to weak axioms only.

The logics SS, WW, and to some extent SW, are discussed in [KTB88].
SW logic is investigated in [Hoo77, Hoo87] and [GaL89]. SS logic (called LPF)
is investigated in [BCJ84, Che86, ChJ90]. WW logic (but with non-monotonic
quantifiers) is investigated in [Owe84, Hol91].1

4. The WS logic

4.1. Sequents without assumption part

In WS, the sequent A ` c is equivalent to ` c , A , where commas behind
the proof symbol are interpreted as or’s, and where A is A with every formula
negated. It is therefore possible to present WS logic with sequents of the latter
form. The enrichment and substitution rules are then expressed as follows:

` A
` B (enrichment)

provided the set of formulas in A is a subset of the set of formulas in B.

` A
` ∆t

` A[x := t] (weak substitution)

In the following we use the convention that a rule of the form

...
` Ai

...
` A

(i ∈

1..n) abbreviates the rule

...
` Ai, Bi

...
` A,B

where the set of formulas in B is (as

before) the union of all those in Bi (i ∈ 1..n). A double line as in

...
` Ai

...

` A

(i ∈ 1..n) means that the rule may be used both ways; in particular, for each i

it implies
` A
` Ai

.

1 In WW, the sequent ` ∃x.a has a very weak meaning; it is valid for instance when a
is meaningless for one or more values of x, and false for the others. However, with the non-
monotonic versions of the quantifiers used in [Owe84], this sequent has the same meaning as
in WS.
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Logical rules

` a, b

` a∨ b (∨ )

` a
` b

` a∧ b (∧ )

` ¬a, b
` a⇒ b (⇒ )

` a
` ¬a
` f (¬)

` f, a

` a (f)

` a,¬a
` ∆a (∆)

` a

` ∀x.a no implicit clause with x free when used forwards

` ∃x.a
` ¬a
` f no implicit clause with x free

` a[x := t]
` ∃x.a (∃-introduction)

Logical axioms

` a,¬a,¬∆a

` ∆∆t

Lemma 1. The proof rules and axioms above form a sound and relatively com-
plete system when ∆ and negation (when outside a logical operator/constant)
are taken as meta-operators (as defined in section 2).

If we consider meaningful formulas only, the system reduces to classical se-
quent calculus. Since the formula denoted by ∆a is meaningful, our system is
complete for such formulas. One may prove that completeness is preserved when
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atomic non-meaningful formulas, possibly negated, are included. The rest of the
completeness proof can be done as in the classical case. A more formal proof of
soundness and completeness will appear in [ElG91].

When there are no non-logical axioms, the ∆-rule can be proved by structural
induction. Thus no non-classical rules are needed to ensure completeness in this
case.

Example 2. In order to prove ` t , we may start with ` t,¬t,¬∆t (by
the first axiom), which reduces to ` t,¬t,¬t (evaluating ∆), and then to
` t, f, f (evaluating ¬). By enrichment we obtain ` t, f and by the f-rule

we obtain ` t.
We may derive the following rules and theorems concerning well-definedness

aspects:

` a

` ∆a∧ a
` a∧ b

` (∆a∧ a)∧ (∆b∧ b)

` ∀x.a
` ∀x.(∆a∧ a)

` a∨ b
` (∆a∧ a)∨ (∆b∧ b)

` ∃x.a
` ∃x.(∆a∧ a)

` a⇒ b

` (∆a⇒ a)⇒ (∆b∧ b)

` ∆(∆a∧ a) ` ∆(∆a⇒ a) ` ∆t,¬∆t

Notice that when ∆ is taken as a meta-operator, all formulas are monotonic; and
the following improved substitution rule follows by structural induction:

` A
` ∆A[x := t]
` A[x := t] A monotonic, no implicit clause

4.2. Equality

When the monotonic language of lemma 1 is extended with weak equality, sound-
ness and completeness are reestablished by adding the following axiom and rules:

` x = x

` e1 = e2
` a[x := e1]
` a[x := e2]

` a⇒ b
` b⇒ a

` a = b

By allowing strong equality as a logical symbol, we may include the laws of sec-
tion 2 as axioms (including (e1 == e2) == ¬∆e1∧¬∆e2∨∆(e1, e2)∧ e1 = e2 ),
and the following rule formalizes the computation of negation and well-definedness
mentioned in lemma 1:

` e1 == e2
` a[x := e1]
` a[x := e2]
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It follows that == is a congruence relation and that all error-values are equal.

Lemma 2. The system of lemma 1 extended with weak and strong equality,
negation and ∆ as logical symbols, the equality-rules and -axiom above, and the
strong equations of section 2 as axioms, forms a sound and relatively complete
system, provided the ∃-introduction rule is restricted to meaningful terms t.

The last restriction is also needed in the other partial logics, when not re-
stricted to monotonic formulas.

Non-logical axioms

A non-logical axiom of the form ` a leads to an inconsistent theory if a
is meaningless, or has meaningless instances (for meaningful substitutions). By
using strong equality one may avoid such problems: one could weaken the axiom
to ` ¬(a == f). Furthermore, axioms in the form of strong equations are
useful when describing abstract data types. For instance, the sequence-axioms

` empty[i] == ⊥
` (x + q)[i] == if i = 1 then x else q[pred(i)]

(where the function empty gives an empty sequence and where + adds an element
to the left of a sequence) are meaningful, even though indexing and pred are
partial functions.

By introducing a non-monotonic approximation relation → , defining e→ t
as ∆e⇒ (e == t) , one may conveniently express rewrite rules such as

` pop(push(s, x)) → s
` top(push(s, x)) → x
` pred(x) < x → t
` pred(0) → ⊥

With the approximation relation one often avoids conditions (but may loose
the Church-Rosser property, for instance, consider the two rules x/0→⊥ and
x/x→ 1 ).

4.3. Sequents with assumption part

One may obtain a complete and sound system for sequents with assumption part,
allowing lists of formulas both before and after the proof symbol (interpreted as
and’s and or’s, respectively), by extending the system above with the “swap”-
rules

A ` a,B

A,¬a ` B

A ` ¬a,B
A, a ` B

We may then derive all the logical rules listed in section 3, as well as the following
rules (with implicit lists on both sides of ` ):

` ∆a

a ` a

a ` b

` a⇒ b

` a
∆a, a ` b
` b

The first rule shows how to introduce and eliminate “trivial” sequents, the second
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expresses the direct correspondence in WS between ` and ⇒ , and the last is
an improved cut-rule (which follows from classical cut and the well-definedness
rule).

Notice that there is no logical difference between WS and SS when restricted
to sequents without assumptions (and with commas behind ` interpreted as
or’s). However, whereas all of WS follows trivially from this restricted logic (by
the swap-rules), this is not the case for SS. As a result WS may be presented
much more simply and elegantly than SS.

5. Recursive function definitions

Consider a function definition of the form

f(y) , e

where y is a list of variables and e is a monotonic expression. This definition
gives the following two non-logical axioms:

` f(y) == e (f -axiom)

` df (y) == ∆e (df -axiom)

where df is total (see [DLO86]). These axioms may not fully define f and df if
the definition is recursive. In order to obtain least fix-point semantics (with → as
the ordering), one may add a rule corresponding to “computational induction”:

` a[x := ⊥]
.., a[x := f(y)][y := ei], .. ` a[x := e]

` a[x := f(y)]

where the second premise has one assumption for each recursive call f(ei), and
where a has no occurrence of f and is “admissible” with respect to x [Man74].
(The rule may be improved by replacing the first premise by ` a[x := e′] where
e′ is e with each recursive call replaced by ⊥.) This rule is neither sound in SS
(without requirements to the well-definedness of ei) nor SW, but it is sound in
WW, which is well suited for partial correctness-like reasoning. It is also sound
in WS, but not as strong as in WW; however, the following rule is as strong:

.., df (ei)⇒ a[x := f(y)][y := ei], .. ` ∆e⇒ a[x := e]
df (y) ` a[x := f(y)] (df -rule)

(a restricted as above). This rule is sound in WS, and also in WW (see [DLO86]),
but not in SS or SW. The fact that all of WS can be expressed within the mono-
tonic part, helps when verifying the requirement that a is admissible: In particu-
lar, the monotonic constructs introduced so far (including non-logical functions
and ghost-predicates from the examples) give rise to admissible formulas only.

With this rule one may prove results about when f is not well-defined, and
about the function value of f when well-defined. Results about when f is well-
defined, may be proved by induction over a well founded set, such as the non-
negative numbers, or finitely generated abstract data types. The classical in-
duction rule on non-negative numbers is sound in WS logic — as well as in SS
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and WW, but not in SW. Notice that the df -predicate makes reasoning about
well-definedness of f more direct, by the above rule and axiom about df .

Example 3.

f(i, j) , if i = 0 then 0 else f(i− j, j) + 1

where i, j are non-negative numbers, and where the minus-operation is partial,
restricted to non-negative results (d−(i, j) is j ≤ i). As usual the if-construct is
strict in the first argument (the test):

∆if a then e1 else e2 == ∆a ∧ if a then ∆e1 else ∆e2

The df -axiom gives

df (i, j) == (i 6= 0⇒ j ≤ i∧ df (i− j, j))

By taking a of the df -rule as i = x · j , its premise reduces to

df (i− j, j)⇒ i− j = f(i− j, j) · j `
if i = 0 then i = 0 · j else (j ≤ i∧ df (i− j, j)⇒ i = f(i− j, j) · j + j)

which is provable in WS (given the relevant axioms about numbers), since the
assumption is meaningful when j ≤ i . We conclude

df (i, j) ` i = f(i, j) · j

and by ∃-introduction we obtain

df (i, j) ` ∃x. i = x · j

By induction on non-negative numbers, we may easily prove ` i = x · j⇒ df (i, j)
for x non-negative (using the df -axiom). It follows that

` (df (i, j) = ∃x. i = x · j)∧ i = f(i, j) · j

(i, j non-negative), which says everything about df and f , except that f(0, 0) is
0 (which follows directly from the definition). Adding this fact, we may conclude

` f(i, j) == if ∃x. i = x · j then if j = 0 then 0 else i/j else ⊥

which defines f non-recursively (and also df , since the outer then-branch clearly
is meaningful).

6. Conclusions

By comparing classical proof rules which are sensitive to the choice of partial
logic, we have found that all rules are sound in WS logic (provided substitu-
tions are meaningful). In particular, introduction and elimination of the logical
symbols may be done as in natural deduction. For relative completeness in the
presence of non-logical axioms, the only additional rule required in WS is the
well-definedness rule, saying that only meaningful formulas are provable. We
conclude that WS is the partial logic which provides reasoning most close to
traditional classical logic. In particular, the fact that ` a⇒ b is equivalent to
a ` b in WS makes reasoning quite natural. (No other partial logic satisfies this
equivalence and the well-definedness rule.)

The only major difference concerns trivial sequents. In WS the trivial sequent
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a ` a is valid only when a is meaningful. Clearly this results in non-classical
proof obligations. For instance, the sequent pred(x) < x ` pred(x) < x re-
quires that x > 0 is proved or assumed. However, the advantage is that it is
not possible to prove meaningless formulas, not even from meaningless assump-
tions (only from false or contradictory assumptions).

One may say that reasoning from and about errors is quite restricted in WS,
since meaningless (instances of) assumptions are ignored in WS, and meaningless
(instances of) theorems are considered contradictory (false). In practical applica-
tions this seems to be healthy; in particular, reasoning about recursively defined
functions is straightforward, and reasoning about their definedness is more direct
than usual (due to the df -axiom and df -rule).

The fact that the “swap” rule may be used both ways in WS (to move formu-
las back and forth over ` , while negating), makes the logical presentation of
WS simple, because introduction and elimination rules on assumptions are not
needed.

All in all it seems that WS is well suited for teaching purposes as well as for
automated reasoning. Its application to other areas in computer science, such as
Hoare logic and abstract data type theory, is demonstrated in [Dah92].
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